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1871
"Voice of One Slandered" by Gijsbert Haan. Published by C. Nienhardt,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1871.
In translation. Calvin College.

VOICE OF ONE SLANDERED

• by
G. Haan

Co Nienhardt: Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1871
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FOR EVERYTHING THERE IS A SEASON 1
Quite a while ago I stated in DE WACHTER that I wanted to relate something of my ecclesiastical experiences in America, but intervening circumstances have prevented me from doing so. Perhaps I would have done nothing along
this line, since all this polemical writing usually profits very little, but
tends, rather, to create bitterness. But since a good name is better than ointment I feel constrained to take up the pen in order to separate truth from lies,
if possible. The occasion for my writing is that false literary production
entitled "STEMMEN enz"3 by B. De Beij and A. Zwemar.
In writing I hope to keep in mind Solomon's instruction, namely, answer
the fool according to his folly, by invalidating his reasonings with proofs.
However, I also intend not to answer the fool according to his folly, lest by
lying and slander I should become like him.
The fact that my name is mentioned so frequently in that book and my person is reviled and insulted, grieves me less than the fact that the Secession
of 1857 is presented so shamefully and falsely with the express purpose of
misleading and frightening the common man. I do not consider it a dishonor
that I am regarded as one of the main leaders of the Secession, yea, even
as the prince of knaves. On the contrary, I acknowledge that I have cause
for thanking the Lord that He was pleased to use a wretch like me to place
a small pebble in the erection of His ediface, the Church,
Now I want to take up the issue proper.
When I left the dear and unforgettable fatherland twenty-four years a,go (although I have no cause for complaints about being in America, but instead have cause to thank the Lord for His goodness:), that place the Netherlands, where I was born4and whére it pleased the Lord to call me out of darkThe Dutch title of this work is: Stem Van Een Belasterden.
;
2
The author says "leugengeschrift"--literally, a writing of lies,
op. qt., pg. 1
Complete title is:Stemmen Uit de Hollandseh--Gereformeerde Kerk In
De Vereenigde Staten Van Amerika door B. De Beij and A. Zwem4r, Predikanten
te Chicago en Lage Prairie (Illinois) Gronigen--G. J. Reits, 1871. "Voices
from the Dutch Reformed Church". The present translator has also translated
this pamphlet, and it may appear in print soon with the translation of Haan's
pamphet.
The author says, "voor't eerst het licht aanschouwde" i.e. "first saw
the light," op. cit., pg. 1.
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ness and transfer me into His kingdom where I left behind a large number
of friends and relatives--both precious and unforgettable to me) when I left
these to migrate to America, I decided for certain reasons sufficient to me
not to settle in the West but in the East; but the truth of the saying, "Man
considers his pathway but the Lord directs his goings" will become evident
in the subsequent narrative.
Because of my decision I acquired a house in New York shortly after
my arrival there and began looking for work. Before long, in fact, on the
very day of my arrival I met Americans of Dutch descent and through them
became acquainted with others, so that I soon had a large circle of friends
with whom to associate. They were people, however, who differed widely'
from one another in matters ecclesiastical, as became evident with the passing of time. Some of these belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church. It is easy
to understand then that the Church and ecclesiastical affairs were of
subject of conversation and since I associated with both parties, I soon learned
a great deal about these subjects.
t2
1
Among those who had seceded I discovered a Labidistic spiri
resulting
from their desire to be quite the opposite of the church they had left, too
radical, too extreme, but for the rest, orthodox in the basic doctrines or
tenets of the Reformed Church, particularly in the teaching that the sinner
is justified by God freely by grace. They did not merely claim "We have the
confession, etc." but they were committed to their position in their preaching,
demonstrating in every way thalt they wanted to cling to this doctrine without
surrendering or being robbed of any part of it. As far as the other side was
..concerned, the Dutch Reformed--these people manifested themselves less favorably in the doctrine, discipline and service of the Church, but otherwise they
were laudable in their dealings; especially in helpfulness, particularly toward
the present Dutch immigrants, and if these conform themselves to their own
3
convictions then this is not something inferior, A highly-respected elder
4
of Dr. De Wit, Mr. Ferrester, informed me that Rev. Dr. De Wit had collected
1

Haan employs the term "Afgescheiden" i.e. "Seceded ones" op. cit. pg.2
2
Labadism teaches that the Church can and must have objective proof of
a person's regeneration before he is accepted as a member.
3This clause is difficult to understand since its meaning and significance in the sentence is not apparent.
4
The author's term is ZEw., which is the abbreviation of Zijn Eerwaarde, which sometimes is translated, "His Reverence," op. cit. pg. 2.
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$1200 and Dr. Wykoff $1150.00 for the indigent Dutch folk and sent it
to the colony in Michigan for building of a mill for the people, and although
afterwards they were quite disappointed to learn that this money had not been
used for that purpose and that the people still did not possess a mill, they
1
soon consoled themselves with the thought, "Brother
will have used
the money wisely." Dr. Van Raalte, upon his arrival in New York had made
the acquaintance of Dr. De Wit. Because of the favors shown him, Van Paal te
became so enamored of Dr. De Wit and the Dutch Reformed, that he would not
lend an ear to the seceders, the True Dutch Reformed People, no matter how
persistently and urgently these people tried to get a hearing or attempted
to confer with him.
Although these people were commendably helpful in daily,natural life,
2
in ecclesiastical matters there was much that deserved disapproval --e.g,
there was a collection of some 800 hymns in their praise book on account of
which the singing of the Psalms was crowded out; then too, they had a choir
which prevented the congregation from lifting its heart to the Lord in the
form of singing the psalms; there was no Catechism preaching, no Catechetical
instruction--only Sunday School where Bible history was taught, but fundamental doctrines were not treated, which is the reason why the upcoming
generatiob did not know what the doctrine of their Church was and therefore'
felt just as much at home in other denominations as in their own. This condition may seem desirable to some who want to rush into fraternization ,but
for those who wish to retain the doctrine, discipline and service of the Reformed Church it is lamentable, Is it not regrettable that the people are so
ignorant •in religion that the professors at New Brunswick3 testify (as was
told me by a Dutch minister whose son attended the Academy there) • that the
Dutch students are versed in theology before coming here, but the American
students lack such knowledge and this was due, said he, to instruction in
doctrine in the Catechism class. I too discovered doctrinal ignorance td .
be great. One time, while visiting a certain elder, our conversation turned
4
to the subject of God's omnipotence holding that God elected some to eternal
life and passed others by, The brother exclaimed,"That
1

cannot believe! .

This is also a blank in Haan's pamphlet

2

Censure is also a possible translation of Haan's expression "afkeuring verdiende." op. cit.. pg. 2.
3

A Seminary established by R.C.A. i.e. the Dutch Reformed. There was
a preparatory school also which was called an Academy.
45overeignty would perhaps better express the author's meaning. • He uses
the word "Vrijmacht". op, cit., pg.3.
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Oh, no! God is good! God is so good!"
Is this surprising if one considers that a minister in the East was delegated by the Synod to visit the congregations in the West (it was Dr. Gerritson, a man grown gray in the ministry) who came to Grand Rapids also in the
course of his visits and was invited by Rev. Kiljn to preach--and more specifically, to preach on the doctrine of election, since it was commonly asserted
that the Dutch Reformed Church did not teach this doctrine? Whereupon the reverend replied, "I will try, but I must confess that I have never befóre preached
on this subject." These are the fruits of fraternization. It must drag along
in its stream the fundamental doctrines or it cannot be brought about.

From

this it already become apparent how "accurate" the historical account of the
Reverends De Beij and Zwemer is, when they say that prior to this time (1856)
there was no mention of this in the Dutch Reformed Church, since Rev. Ki,ljn
already in 1853 had asserted to Dr. Gerritson that this was talked about. so
3 f
2
But this is only a small specimen of the insincerity o these men,
much.
as will become evident in what follows.
In New York I was also informed that a large number of ministers and
members of the Dutch Reformed Church belonged to the abominable order's of
secret societies and were not ashamed of this, oh no! but openly acknowledged
this, as is still the case as one can see in No. 5 of DE HOPE, from which one
must conclude that Freemasonry has been sanctioned by Synod. Rev. De Beij,
who speaks so highly of Synod in No. 7 of DE HOPE, doubtlessly classifies
}his decision of synod under the orthodoxy of the Dutch Reformed Church.
After residing in New York for some time I left for New Jersey and
settled in the vieinity of Paterson, occupying a house jointly with an .
elder of the Dutch Reformed Church.Since this men loved to talk and spoke
Dutch quite well we often conversed together, Among other things, he told
me that none of his nine children had been baptized. To my question, "but
Mr. Van Es, is that right?"4 he replied, "Oh yes! I prefer to have them reach
1

This sentence is very obscure at this point.

2

So much the subject of common conversation. Apparently the author did
not express himself clearly here. He seems to refer to the fact that the R.C.A.
was criticized for its doctrinal ignorance and/or neglect of cardinal Scripture
doctrines as election.
3

Haan »uses the term "onoprechtheid." op. cit., pg. 3.

4

"Meg dat zoo?" i.e. permissible, op. cit.p pg. 3.
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maturity and then they can decide for themselves with which denomination they
wish to affiliate." To my next question whether it was inconsequential or of
little import with which denomination one affiliated he answered, "Most assuredly.! We differ from Baptist, Methodists and other denominations in name only.
In the matter of doctrine there is no difference." From such a statement it
became clear to me how extensively this fraternization had spread.
I also got to know Dr. Eltinge through the sermons he preached. One time
2
But
while discoursing on I Peter 24 he quoted from Comrie almost verbatim.
on another occasion in his preaching he indulged in mocking the exercise of emotion,3 by saying, "We call such people fanatics/ Now remember that such
6
5
a man was one of the persons who sat in judgement over Dr. Froelingh.
After a period of residence in New York area the Lord directed me to leave'
and settle in Troy, New York which is near Albany. Because of the proximity
of these two cities and since more Hollanders lived in Albany than in Troy I
spent a lot of time in Albany. During this period of residence.} became acquainted with Dr. Wykoff and the Rev. Bellingen. The latter was an outstandingly godly person, genuinely orthodox, belonging to the Secessionist?"
Dr. Wykoff was a person with ingratiating ways, demonstrating many laudable qualities, being especially helpful to the Dutch immigrant. The reverend
to whom•I referred above, was the man who had sent Dr

•

, $1,150.00.

In addition to this he arranged to have an offering taken for the aforementioned
Dr. when he caused it to be known that it would not be possible for:him to
attend Synod due to lack of funds--the offering amounting to fully $600.00.
1

Haan's reference is incomplete. The first epistle of Peter has only two
chapters containing a verse 24, namely chapters 1 and 2. Which-of these he had
in mind cannot be stated. Haan's production lacIsliterary elegance and precision.
Sentences are bng, considing often of a series of unrelated clauses. Proper
punctuation is lacking. Semicolons often appear where periods should be. Periods
are used rarely. Paragraphs are too long, ending arbitrarily. A translator is
commlled to exercise editorial priviliges to make the account readable and understandble.
Evidently Haan considered it one of Dr. Eltinge's good points to speak in
the vein of Comrie.
3Presumably the author refers to emotional involvement in the Christian
worship and life as contrasted with a cold, unfeeling and strictly intellectual approach.
4
The word here is "dwepersV op. cit.,pg.4. It also means, "zealots,"
"enthusiasts," "bigots," "gushers."
5The author's statement--"en dit was een van" op. cit., pg.4.
6The author presumably refers to Solomon Froeligh, a leader in the 1822
Secession from the Dutch Reformed Church. Froeligh emphasized the necessity
of "experiential Christianity," an awareness of' genuine conversion.
7The 1822 Secession.
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His fine qualifies, and his prominent positions in the Dutch Reformed Church
notwithstanding, his reverence was not well qualified to be a minister and
1
pastor in the Reformed Church. A few characteristic incidents will show this.
A young lady at Albany related her ecclesiastical experience. She had
been a member of the Presbyterian Church but had transferred to Dr. Wykoff's
church (R.C.A.) because the Presbyterian Church taught that God had from eternity chosen some people to eternal life and passed others by. Moreover,
it was taught there that man could contribute nothing whatsoever toward his
salvation, but had to receive it entirely from God.
Another incident concerned a minister from the Netherlands who had come
to Albany after being deposed by the Hervormde Kerk for offensive conduct.
Eager to earn his daily bread and have some sort of livelihood, he sought to
extablish himself at Albany. So he began to preach to the Hollanders there.
Without camouflage he preached according to his religious views--which were
thoroughly liberal. After hearing him a few times the people deserted him because of his heretical views. In seeking a way out of his difficulties he came
to Dr. Wykoff asking him- to review his sermons. Dr. Wykoff consented and after
perusing the discourses stated that he found nothing objectionable in them,
adding the comment, "I don't know what those people want."
In calling on Dr. Wykoff one day he practically greeted me with the ex2
clamation, "Haan! I have been appointed by the Synod to visit the Hollanders
3
in the West and am instructed to invite them to affiliate with us. And they
'must do this because they are poor. And then if they affiliate we can help
5
4
them get ahead and later on, when their number has increased, and the arrangement
1

The author's expression is, "een parr staaltjes." op. cit..pg.».4
2
The Dutch Reformed Church

3Michigan was called "the West" in those days. The Seminary of the .
Reformed Church, established in Holland, Michigan, e.g. was named "Western
Theological Seminary"
4
The author's term is "voorthelpen." op. cit. pg. 4.
•

5

The suthor says, "bevalt het hun naderhand niet als zij wat grooter
geworden zijn, dan kunnedn zij weder van ons scheiden." op. cit.,.
pg. 4

e.
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(the union with us) does not please or satisfy them, they are free to separate
from us again."I My sole reply to this statement was, "Dominie!"2
The Reverend continued, "I am doing it to help them get ahead and they must
do it." I remarked that they might not yet be prepared for such a step as affilia3
And, I added, if and when they did affiliate they were not
tion with the Church.
4.
He just kept on saying, "Yes! Yes! I am going to help and
permitted to secede
they must do it."
. 5
During this perrod I wrote a letter to a friend living in the West, namely
Vriesland, requesting him to investigate for me whether there was still a hun6
dred-and twenty-acre farm in the vicinity of the Church and school. And since
I had heard that Vriesland Church had a minister (although I did not know who
he was) I requested my friend to speak to the minister about this inquiry. I
soon received reply stating that a farm of the size I wanted was for sale and the
Rev. Ypma would be willing to make the transaction for me, provided I paid him
a fee of twenty-five cents per acre for his efforts and that, if I were interested
in the de4 I should send thirty dollars for Rev. Ypma's fee and one hundred and
fifty dollars for the purchase of the land.
Accepting the offer and its terms I sent my friend thirty dollars for Rev.
Ypma l s fee and one hundred and fifty dollars for the land deal. I requested the
reverend to make the transaction as if it were done by me personally, for I
considered him as my agent obligated to promote my interests and profits after
paying him his fee for the services rendered. More of this presently, however.
As mentioned above Dr. Wykoff was apPointed to visit the Western Churches.
Upon his return he reported his activities to Synod and distributed printed copies of the same of which I also obtained a copy. Essentially it reported the folbwing matters: He, Rev. Wykoff,had found in Holland, Michigan colony a group
1

The "again" is superfluous but is given here to retain the flavor of the
author's style.
2
A Latin word form of dominus. This expression is now used in English
as well as Dutch to designate a minister of the gospel.
3The Church, the author's expression, "De Kerk" presumably designated
the Dutch Reformed Church.
4The author's statement reads as follows, "zij van de Kerk zich niet
mogten afscheiden." op, cit., pg. 4.
5Presumably the time of the author's sojourn in the Albany-Troy area.
6Most likely he refers to the Vriesland Church.
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a group of unusually godly people; a people almost identical to the Christians of the first century; a people that would not partake of a meal, scant
as it might be, without asking a blessing; a people that woudlinot leave
the table without singing a psalm verse and/or offering a prayer of thanks1
giving; an amazing people, a "wonder race" in America.
However, when these self-same people were called to an assembly and
confronted with proposals to affiliate with the Dutch Reformed Church
they manifested strong opposition. They contended that their experience
with church government in the Netherlands had taught them not to affiliate
with a denomination of which they were virtually ignorant.2 They continued
adamant in refusing or rejecting the proposal, no matter what Dr. Wykoff
or any other minister said. This opposition continued until Dr. Wykoff
3
proposed the following conditions for affiliation,
"If afterwards at a
later date it would become evident to them that the Dutch Reformed Church
did not conform to the Synod of Dordt either in doctrine or church government, they were free to bid the Dutch Reformed Church a brotherly farewell
and they, the church in the colony, would be free to proceed to act as they
judged best." The reader will please bear this in mind from Flagon—affiliation
with the Dutch Reformed Church was conditional. Hereafter the minister's
salaries were paid from the Denominational Mission Fund. There were other
4
advantages too which this union afforded.
After this episode it pleased the Lord to direct me to leave the East
for the West in order to settle
,- there. After my arrival I found that conditions there were radically different from what I had pictured them to be.
What had happened was that, after Dr. Wykoff's visit, unfavorable reports
about the Dutch Reformed Church were circulated by individuals who had come
from the East. Hence, I found there a sizable group of-people uneasy and
perturbed about their ecclesiastical affiliation. Dr. Van Raalte has betrayed
1

3

The author has there,"een wondervolk in Amerika." op. cit., pg. 5.
2The author's statement is, "waarmede men geheel ongekend was ." op.cit. pg. 5
3Author here uses quotation marks, hence claims to be quoting, He also
italicizes here. "Zoo het van achteren mogt blyken, dat de Dutch Reformed
Church in leer en regeering niet was, aoo als er was besloten op de Synode
t& Dordrecht, dat men haar dan broederlyk vaarwel konde zeggen, en handelen
zoo als men het best zoude oordeelen," op. cit., pg. 5.
4The author says, "en genoten nog meerdere voordeelen van de Dutch
Reformed Church" op, cit,,pg. 5.
5Literally "has sold us." The author says "heeft ons verkocht." op. cit.,pg.5.
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us" some exclaimed. Others used much harsher language. Wherever I went
1
I was bombarded with questions concerning the Church in America. I reported conditions just exactly as I had found them. To ministers and
lay-members alike I said, that, in my considered judgement, affiliation had
been a rash, ill-advised step. Together with other factors which made the
people uneasy, my comments added to the restlessness and dissatisfaction of
the people.
Some of the ministerfrcontributed toward this feeling of dissatisfaction
by being carried away with elements which conflicted with their ministry, and
through their actions created slander for the church. Some of the ministers
began to use expressions in their preaching which were not Reformed. Still
others began to provoke and irritate the people, as was the case in Vriesland and shown by the following account.
2
The feast-days, .in spite of popular request for their observance, were
not observed. Neither were the suffering and passion of Christ treated in
preaching until strong pressure was made to bear on the minister to preach
on such materials or subjects. And then going to extremes, he preached
consecutively on this theme, and on no other, for a quarter of a year. The
congregation grew bitter since the people knew what kind of spirit created
this situation. It was this sort of behavior of the minister couplej with
the well-grounded cause for criticism on his preaching which deteriorated
the situation in the Vriesland congregation. And then an incident occurred
which aggravated still more.
Earlier I mentioned buying one hundred twenty acres of land through the
agency of the Rev. Ypma and sending twenty-five cents per acre fee, thirty
dollars, as remuneration for his services. Well, one day while visiting a
friend, this man asked me, "Do you know to whom that forty-acre tract, directly in back of you farm, belongs?"
"I have heard that it belongs to Rev. Ypma," I stated.
"Yes, that is the popular report, but it is your land," he declared.
Now I was informed that when I had sent the money, the Rev. Ypma and
1

.e
"
Th Church in America" must refer to the Dutch Reformed Church, if

it is to make sense,.
2Christian feast-days--Christmas, Old Year, et. al.
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Dr. Van Raalte had taken out a warrent which cost $80.00, a warrant for one
hundred sixty acres, a quarter section. Of these one hundred sixty acres of
land one hundred twenty acres were deeded to me and the remaining forty were
kept by Rev. Ypma.
Upon hearing this I was stunned and said, "If what you tell me is true
this transaction has not been handled fairly (honestly) by Rev. Ypma. He wanted
twenty-five cents per acre, in other words, thirty dollars, as the fee for
his services. As my agent he was supposed to promote my interests. But he
failed to do this. Instead he has made profits for himself with Enx money.
Instead of reCeiving merely the thirty dollars as the fee for his services
he has received an. extra hundred dollars plus forty acres of land."
I decided to discuss this matter in. a friendly .lej-T4 with the minister
and then-fore went to see him, It soon became apparent to me, however, that •
our.conversation would not have desirable results. And so I informed him
that I planned to ascertain the judgemait of the brethren of the consistory
on this matter.
At the cons istory meeting, in the presence of the minister, I related
the whole episode and requested the opinion of the brethren. .Whet:eupOn
•
•two elders Van Zoeren and Yntema, said to me, "Haan! We are stumped about
•this."1 Rev. Ypma tried his level best to present the whole affair in.a
manner Which would place him in a favorable light, but he chid not 1succeed
2
in convincing these brethren. And so the case continued to drag on.
I continued to attend the services of the Word, (even though the
preaching was of such a calibre that it merited severe criticism),until such
time that the Rev. Ypma strayed so far off in his doctrine that it beèawe
unbearable for me. So I decided to read a sermon at home in my own family
circle--so as to escape being offended by his preaching.
Contrary to my intention, my home became the meeting-place for Many
others who also had a strong aversion to the discourses given. inihe Church.
The upshot of this development was that a meeting was called for the purpose
of investigating the reason we had withdrawn from the group meeting in the
church. Rev. Vander Meulen served as president, Rev. Van Raalte as secretary.
1

The author's words "Wij raken er mede verlagen." The rendering"stumped"'
seems more charitable and filling to ,the translator than the possibleJranslotion "ashamed"or "embarrassed."
2Haangs words "bleef het zoo sleepend voortgaan." op. cit., pg. 6.
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The rest of the investigating group consisted of the elders of Zeeland and
Vriesland.
The first item that came up for consideration was the land deal which
we mentioned earlier. However, I soon became aware of the fact that Rev. Ypma'
was not the only guilty one in this matter and therefore I remarked,"Brothers!
In order to prevent complicated involvements and consequences, I think it is
better to drop the "land-deal" issue and leave it to be settled by ihe party'
directly concerned."
This proposal was acceptable to the group and discussion on it was
dropped and attention was concentrated on other complaints. Hence, the
preaching of Rev. Ypma came up for consideration. Having been requested
by the president of the meeting to speak concerning Rev. Ypmals serMens
I related how he had discoursed on John 3:14 and Luke 20:34 and other passages. When I had concluded my comments the president asked the Rev: Ypma
whether the things I had related to them were true. Hrwould sa)? neither "yes".
nor "no." All he would reply is that some people had been edified. When consistory members and congregation members confirmed the-truth df the Charges
the presiding officer declared, "Rev. Ypma, it is obligatory for you' to acknowledge guilt for your improper discourses--both in this gathering here
and to the congregation."
And the secretary, Rev. Van Raalte added, "If you cannot confess guilt
1
in this matter then I don't know any more."
No amount of coaxing or persuasion availed. Rev. Ypma persisted in
refusing to acknowledge guilt. Hence I spoke up and said, "Brethren! Do
not urge too strongly. If Rev. Ypma truly experiences guilt it will be e_.
vident in the pulpit."
On this basis •the efforts for healing the breach were begun.' The Rev.
Ypma was to refrain from expounding God's Word in the manner he had been
doing it. We were to worship with the congregation once more and,to forgive one another as much as possible.'
That is the whole story. Two elders who are still members in the Dutch
Reformed Church, namely Mr.'lless and Mr. Yntema, who were present at the meeting
described above and also thoroughly familiar with the facts of the case, can
testify that what I have written is the pure truth. And if this is the true
story what then is the account of the Reverends De,Beli and ZwerniTer? Nothing
but slander and lies!
1
"Dan weet ik het niet meer." Pg. 7 op. cit. Another possible trsns:G
!anon 16, "Then I am at my wits end."
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After residing at Vriesland a year and a half I considered it advisable
to move to Grand Rapids to take up my trade which I had learned in my youth
And therefore I established residence there in 1851. Immediately after
my arrival I experienced much opposition, expecially at the hands of The
consistory. Their attitude was occasioned by the slanted stories Rev. Ypma
circulated about me, The following incident, which occurred a few weeks
after my arrival, aggravated the situation still more.
The Church was getting ready to elect new office-bearers. I had not
yet turned in my membership certificate because Rev. Ypma had made certain
comments in it which I wanted to discuss at an appropriate time and place.
Hence, I was not yet a member of the local congregation. Nevertheless,
I decided out of curiosity, to attend the congregational meeting to observe how such business was conducted in America and who would be elected. .
When the votes were counted it was evident that Mr. Delman had á
plurality, but not a majority, of votes, Mr. Young, an elder in the First
Reformed Church said to me, Delman is chosen elder."
In my innocencel I replied, "Oh? In the Netherlands this would not be
the case. He would need a majority vote. But he has only a plurality, and
has not even half the number of votes of the voters here present,"
"That makes no difference here," was Youngss reply,"whoever rece
the most votes is elder, even if he had only five votes."
Before these officebearers were inducted into office an announcement
2
was made to the congregation that the church visitors were expected on a
specified date. And if anyone felt he had some matter which he wished
to consider he should be at the church on that particular date to present
t
the matter,
On the appointed day I availed myself of the opportuntiy to present a
matter, which involved myself:to the attention of the church visitors, who,
incidently, were Rev.9s Vander Meulen and Or. Van Raalte. In due time
they were able to admit me to the meeting and requested me to present my
business. I requested the reverend gentlemen to examine the membership
transfer certificate which had been given to me by the Vriesland consistory
1

Simplicity perhaps. The author had "eenvoudigheid," op. cit., pg. 7.

2

A committee of two ministers appointed by a Classis to visit the

congregation to inquire into the conditions prevailing in each church end
give advice on questions which may be presented at such a meeting,

•

• r, 4
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or minister. The Rev. Vander Meulen, having perused it, indignantly threw
it to Dr. Van Raalte. And he, in turn, after examining it, threw it across
1
the table with the comment, "It is a shame." Then Mr. Young picked it up
and threw it into the stove.
Then Dr. Van Raalte asked,"Haan! Do you want to be admitted as .a member of this congregation?"
"Yes," I answered.
"Well," it was stated, "that thing, that membership certificate does
not mean a thing. As of this mement you are a member of this congregation."
I thanked him and said, "Now that I am an accepted member of this congregation then I do have a matter which I wish to call to the attention of the
brethren, namely this,--I have maintained that Dalman's election was invalid
because he received only a plurality, but not a majority, of the votes cast,
and a lawful election requires one to receive a majority of the votes cast."
The Church visitors agreed with me, Both Delman and the consistory were
informed that his election was invalid because he lacked a majority of votes.
A new election mild have to be held. And in that new election which was
hela - the following week, Delman and I were chosen as elderg by a majority
vote,
Shortly after my induction into the office of elder difficulties began to arise. At the very first consistory meeting I attended Mr. H. Brink,
a member of the church, appeared to register objection to Delman as office,

bearer alleging that Delman subscribed to the doctrine of universal atonement.
But Delman refused to commit himself and take a forthright stand on this issue.
At a later meeting Mr. Elveld came to the consistory, also charging Delman
with holding the doctrine of universal atonement, and Delman pursued the
same course as before--refusing to commit himself.
At our third meeting Mr. A. Nernst appears making the same charge
gainst Delman which the other two brethren had made. Again Delman refused to commit himself, despite the efforts to persuade him to declare his
real position anent this doctrine. Dalman's refusal to commit himself created
a certain amount of distrust or suspicion, Ibut,no publ ice unrest was displayed.,
Outwardly all remained calm.
The meeting of Classis was at hand and the Consistory delegated me to
represent our consistory and congregation. A member of Holland's congregation,
1

The author quotes Van Recite assaying, "Het is schande." op. dit., P9544,
' •
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the man being unknown to me at the time, presented to this session of Classis
a question he had received from a minister in Milwaukee. This minister asked
whether it was permissible to accept for membership in the church people
who were known to belong to the order of Free Masons, so that he might know
what answer to give in the situation he faced locally. Hence, he turned
to the brethren of the Classis for advice.
The improper and unreasonable treatment this man received, especially by two of the ministers, irked or irritated the very much. "What do
you mean," he was asked, "by bringing such a question to classis?"
"Simply to obtain the '
advice of the brethren of Classis," he .replied.
"No! You want to throw a bomb on the Dutch Reformed Church," it was
said in retort. This statement was followed by other insulting remarks.
I obtained the floor and remarked, "Brethren! This evil of FreeMasonry is so widespread /in America that even many ministers and laymembers of the Church--also of the Reformed Church--belong to this order.
This fact, together with all the other un-Reformed practices in the Dutch
Reformed Church, make it desirable, in my estimation, that we abandon our
connection with the Dutch Reformed Church and exist as an independent bodyl
2
What need do we have•
in union with the Seceded Church in the Netherlands.
of the Dutch Reformed Church, etc.?"
This remark stirred up a huge swell of opposition--not so much from the
lay-members, but, very pronouncedly, from the clergy. Rev. Van Raalte,
noting the dissatisfaction among the laity and desiring to reassure them, entered the fray by asking, "What, really, is Free-Masonry? A secret! Yes,
indeed it is a puerile secret. The people want something which is clandestine. Well, now, this childishness amounts to something because these
people lend each other a helping hand in time of need. Isant that praise.
worthy? etc."
Thereafter the question, "Why can we not be an independent group?" was
raised at virtually every Classis meeting. This question persisted,because
so many facts concerning the Dutch Reformed Church, which the people had not
known before, now came to light. The truth of my statement can be verified
in the Dutch Colony (Holland and environs) because there was so much discussion
1

The author says, "om hier als een Ligchaam op zich zelf." .pg. 8,
op. cit. Just what kind of arrangement he had in mind cannot be determined
here.
,2The reference is to the Church that Seceded from De Hervormde Kerk
in the Netherlands in 1834, a movement led by Rev. Hendrik De Cock:
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on this weighty subject among the Dutch immigrants and the Classis meetings
were open to the public and were attended by many curious people.
This to which I have referred happened in 1852. Hence, my account indicates
clearly how unreliable the pamphlet of De Beij and Zwemair is, because they
1
allege that there was no mention of the Dutch Reformed before 1856.
Now let us, in our story, return to the Grand Rapids congregation. New
2
consistory members were to be chosen. J. Gelock and another individual were
3
chosen as deacon.
I mentioned earlier that Delman's conduct, after being charged with Me-.
lieving in universal atonement, aroused some distrust but no public con- troversy. Now however, an incident occurred which caused the smoldering embers to flare up into a lusty flame. Here is the story.
Rev. Van Raalte filled his appointment to preach for the Grand Rapids
4
congregation. When he met with the Cons istory he said, "Brethren! Our people
have so few books, but now there are books available in our Dutch language. Do

•

you want some, too?"
"Naturally," was the reply. "But which are they?"
First he mentioned John Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress,".secondly,' "Pearls
of Luther," third--Baxter's--"Call to Repentance."
We replied that we were well acquainted with Bunyants work and yhát:we
had much respect for Luther, but that Baxter was entirely Unfamiliar.to-us.
Whereupon Dr. Van Raalte answered, "If Bunyan is silver then Baxter is góld."
On the basis of that assertion we placed a large order.
A small fire had been ignited when Rev. Van Raalte had said at Classis,
d (a remark occasioned by the renewed charge that universal atonement was

taught in the Dutch Reformed Church), "Yes, what shall .I say? I profess•both
5
election and an atonement, bul cannot harmonize these two concepts."
1

It would seem that there is something omitted here, since the-sentence
as it stands does not make sense. The author says,"welke De Beij and Zwemmer
:zeggen voor 1856 was geen spraak over de Dutch Reformed Church.". op. cit. pg. 9.
Perhaps it should read, "welk zeggen dat hierover peen .spraak was in de..Dutch
Reformed Church," meaning that there was no mention of this subject in:the . R.C.A.
prior to 1856.
2The reported elections are due to the "roatation system." 'Consistory*
members were chosen for a definite, stated term not for an indefinate or.: life
tenure.
3The author's language is not clear. It is questionable whether both
were chosen to be deacons.
4Presumably Hann refers to the arrangement call "Classical Appointments"
in which ministers are assigned by classis to preach in congregations which have
no minister.
5The context appears to demand that the reference to atonement is really
"universal atonement." The aathor, hqweverptsimply says, "eene verzoenjng." op. cit.,pg
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To which remark the following comment was made by someone that universal
atonement and personal election were indeed, irreconcilable. However
personal
•

1

atonement and election did harmonize.
After Baxter's pamphlet had received Van Raalte's endorsement it was soon
2
And the small fire which had been ignited by Van Raaltess
circulated widely.
remark at Classis now became a blazing fire erupting in every direction.
In this book of Baxter the readers found the doctrine of universal atonement,
with all its implications, set forth from cover to cover. And this teaching
3
was fostered by the Church! In it one also discovered the teaching that God
4
created the demons. This must follow since Baxter says that when angels 'fell
God handed them over to the demons for torture, etc.
Gelock and I objected strenuously to this book, but Dalman and Van Driele
and others approved of it--and that simply because of Van Raalte's endorsement.
And surely Van Raalte knewl
It is not surprising then, that hereafter people rallied under one Of these
slogans, "I agree with Haan," or "I agree with Dalman." And what aggravated the
situation immensely was the fact that some of the visiting ministers in preach5 t
ing used "Baxterian" .expressions
hus helping to fan the flame into a roaring
blaze.
While we were passing through this period of controversy and divisiveness the time for the next meeting of Classis approached. At the consistory

1

It seems reasonable to assume that the author means what is usually
called,"Limited Atonement." Fact is that he writes, "personele verzoening."
of). cit., pg.9.
2The document says, "kwam in veler handen." op. cit., pg. 9. Every
linguist knows that certain idioMs in one language defy exact translation
into another language. All one can do is to attempt to reproduce the general
sense of the expression. Cf. e.g. the German expression. "Es gibt" which
is translated, "there are."
3"En dit kwam uit den boezem der Kerk." op. cit., pg. 9. The translator believes Haan intends to say that the Church thus officially endorsed such doctrine or teaching.
The author) it seems, charges Baxter with the view that God created
'
demons as demons, wicked and evil from the moment of their creation--and not
as sinless spirits who rebelled, fell and became demons. The next sentence
appears to justify this opinion re Haan. Observe, however, that Haan does not
cite references. He is merely drawing conclusions.
5The author writes her "door uitdrukkingen in den geest van Baxter te
doen op de preekstoel." Literally translated he would say, "using expresion
in the spirit of, or ala Baxter--"in the pulpit," pg. 9. op. cit.
.
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meeting just prior to Classis I, as president of the Consistory, asked the
question, "Brethren, do we have anything we wish Classis to consider for us
and to advise us on?
"Yes," was Dolman's reply, "we should request Classis to express itself
concerning Baxter's book, 'Call to Repentance."
By way of reply I said that he expressed my sentiments exactly. I too
favored such action. And so when Classis met at Zeeland Van Driele and I
were sent as delegates from our consistory, with the mandate to request Classis'
evaluation or appraisal of Baxter's book.
Evidently the knowledge of our forthcoming request had preceded us. The
Church was filled with people who were very curious about this subject. Some
people had been bold enough to pronounce sentence on me before the meeting opened.

S'n

the other hand, there were many who disdainfully disapproved and

rejected the book, even as I did. Hence, there was a l'arge number of people who
were very interested in learning what Classis would say in response to our consitory's request.
Knowing that the opposition to our party was very strong, I had forearmed
myself with ammunition for our debate to expose Baxter's errors.

had brought

with me books written by Erskine, Marshal, and Comrie--in addition to the Bible
1
However, because of the turn of events at Classis,
and the Three Forms of Unity.
I really had no need for the aforementioned volumes.
When Grand Rapids' Consistory's request was announced the president of the
Classis said, "Brethren, you have heard Grand Rapids' request. I want to be perfeetly honest and frank and tell you my whole story. As for me I had read Baxter's book,.'The Rest of the Saints' with pleasure?

My wife read his book, 'The

Call to Repentance' and received a blessing. On that basis I distributed the
pamphlet without reading it myself. But when I became aware of all the grumbling
that followed the reading of this little book I made it my business to'read it
myself. And while reading it I had to admit repeatedly,- "Baxter, you are mistaken. You are in error."

1 These are Creeds distinctive to Churches of the Reformed faith, viz.,
The Heidelberg Catechisms, The Canons of Dordt and The Belgic Confession.
2
Also can be, translated--"satisfaction" or "profit." The Dutch term used
here is "genoegen." pg. 10, op. cit.
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Then the Clerk of Classis spoke up affirming, "My experience was almost
7/
,,,,j9ent'iYal(fo 2 that of'the,chairman. I had read the book,--but only very superS.

ficially. And when it became the center of so much debate and discussion I
read it once more. Only, this time I read with close attention and I too must
confess, l'.Baxter,'yob •are mistaken.'"
So I arose and said, "Now for brevity's sake--here are the Three Formsof
Unity--does Baxter agree with them?"
"No," said the chairman, "I, for one, would not want to defend the. book..
let."'
"Then Baxter is rejected as being un-Reformed," I stated. And with.that
the matter came to a conclusion.
If certain ministers had acted honestly and uprightly after this declaration of the Classis and had stopped distributing this booklet the unrest might
eventually have subsided. But on the very next day some of them began anew to
distribute this booklet as much as possible. The people considered themselves
deceived. They viewed the declaration of Classis regarding Baxter's book as
mere camouflage. And so the feeling of unrest increased and flames of disatisfaction burned brighter and brighter.
Not long afterward I wrote a letter to the counsellor (moderator) of our
congregation. In the postscript I added the information that I had heard the
renewed distribution of Baxter's booklet, commenting that I hoped the report
was only a false rumor, for if the report were true I would be constrained to
oppose such activities. Personally, I thought I had expressed myself as mildly
as possible. However, one of the ministers took a very dim view of my letter
ad called it"a declaration of war."
In spite of the divisions and the unrest in our congregation the members
did agree • to call a minister of their own. The Rev. H.G. Klyn of Milwaukee received and accepted the call. After his coming the strife and contention .in
the consistory was not out in the open as much as before, since Rev. Klyn often
gave evidence of leaning toward our views and associated plainly with the ministers who were inclined to our way of thinking. These ministers, in turn,
quietly exerted influence on the other consistory members. Consequently the
conflict was waged clandestinely rather than publicly.
As was customary, at the consistory meeting just prior to the meeting of
Classis, the question was raised whether our consistory had any problem or
question which it wanted to present to Classis for advice. The consensus of
opinion that since proposals that the Michigan Colony (of Reformed immigrants)
form an independent ecclesiastical body, in union with the Seceded Church in the
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Netherlands, had never found favor and no one had ever been successful in getting enough support to pass such a motion, we now, the Grand Rapids Church,
request Classis to carry on correspondence with that particular Netherlands
Church group. In this way, we thought we could avert alienation or estrangement
with those with whom our lives were so intimately intertwined.
Even this proposal of ours, reasonable and desirable as it was, nevertheless
did not find favor with the brethren at Classis, but was vehemently opposed.
Exclaimed the chairman, "One might just as well carry on correspondence
with the Church in Bavaria." Others expressed the opinion that the Seceders in
the Netherlands had erred in separating from De Hervormde Kerk. Instead they
should just have kept on preaching.
The people, the average man, were not as advanced as • the good Dr. who
ventured the above opinion. The majority of the delegates still felt very
1
much attached to that Church and approved of the Grand Rapids proposal. -The
Rev. H.J.Klyn was appointed to serve as the Correspondent. Due to circumstances
however, he never did furction in this capacity.
At this same session of Classis we had to elect delegates to the forth coming
Synod. One minister and one elder were chosen. This elder did not understand
a word of English. But he had this in his favor that he had the respect of the
common man, the people, the "hoi polloi," something which the ministers- gen2
By promoting such an elder as delegate to Syncd they hoped
erally had lost.
to "capitalize"3 on his reputation and thus regain some of the confidence they
felt to have lost.
Not long afterwards while our consistory was in session someone, who hap...
4
pened to be a student from New Brunswick, came to our consistory meeting. This
man had been present at the Synod, but had left before our delegates did. He informed us of much of Synod's activities. Among other things he told us that
Synod had again decided to invite and admit to the Lord's Supper in the Dutch
Reformed Church ministers and members of other denominations. This decision
was very much to this young man's liking and to some of our officebearers. The
majority of us, however, did not share his feeling of elation and joy over this
decision.
1

The Secession Church, established in 1834 by Hendrik De Cock et al.
2The meaning of the sentence is obscure but the author seems to want to
say that people's confidence in the ministers of the area was at low ebb.
3This is perforce a free translation, The author writes, "met dezen man
dacht men winst te doen." pg. 11, op. cll.,
4The reference is to the Reformed Church Seminary in the East, located
at New Brunswich, N.J.
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This subject was dropped until the apprOach of the next Classis. It happened that Rev. klyn could not attend this classical meeting since, reportedly,
he was indisposed. Rev. Van Raalte too was absent because of illness, having
taken a small trip of a hundred or more miles. I served as the delegate for
our consistory. It was a classis meeting which was characterized by the display
of extreme anger on the part of the chairman, the secretary and a few other members of the Classes. The following episode related how this happened.
Sundry items of business having been attended to by Classis, I requested
the chairman, who had been our Classis' delegate to Synod, to report to us
some of Synod's actions.
"Oh yes," was his response. So he turned to •the elder. delegate and said,
2
"Brother V.D.L., why don0t you do that for us?
After some sputtering protestations the good man began to relate: That he
had lodged with people who were able to converse with him in the Holland language;
how wonderfully he had been regaled and entertained by his hosts; that he be3
lieved that those people were Godrs children; that he had met ministers who
were still able to use the Holland language; in short, that he had had a most
enjoyable trip.
The chairman added his comments to the above account by saying, "Yes, brother,
that is true. They are more orthodox than we." Then he gave his own
of
. account
.
the trip and the wonderful reception given by the people of that area. And on
that note he concluded his report.
4
Those among us, however, who desired to know more of Synod' activities said,
"We are pleased that brother..., was entertained so royally and had such a delightful trip, but we would surely like to know what was transacted. at Synod."
"Well," the chair said, hedging, "what shall I say to that? So much wasdiscusses that I do not know what to report."
My reply was, "Just begin. The rest will follow easily." But it seemed that
the reverend was unable to get his mind to recollect. So I asked, "Was the prac1

The translator cannot determine whether Haan is using satire here or
is just reporting the facts rather awkwardly. The former does not seem probable.
2
Haan makes this desigantion--nothing more to identify him. pg. 11, op. cit.
3
Whether the author intends to allude to elder's host or to the. church members in the East is not known.
4
The author uses the term "handelingen" which is also translated aá "Acts,"
"Acta" or "Proceedings." pg. 11, op. cit.
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Tice of inviting people outside the fellowship of the Churchl discussed?" •
This question refreshed the minister's memory and he answered with a crisp,
c:ear, "Yes"--but not a word more.
So I was compelled to ask more questions. Each time the answer "Yes" became progressiviennd perceptibly louder. And when I asked whether this 2 was
the practive of the Dutch Reformed Church, his anger went out of control and
he shouted, "We exalted ourselves to an ungodly position in the Seceded Church
in the Netherlands by asserting, 'We are the Church,' etc."
A deacon, even though not a delegate to the Classical assembly, got uw to
quote Article twenty-eight of the Belgic Confession. The chair's reply to him
4
was, "You are incorrigibly ignorant."
And then to climax the show the elder delegate arose, amazed at what was
being said and what he was hearing, and exclaimed, "But I am not in agreement
with that decision of Synod!" So it was clearly evident the good man knew nothing as to Synod''S decisions.
This development made it unbearable for the chairman and secretary. Picking up the books, they s-lal-ked. our of the meeting shouting, "I do not want to
stay here any longen"
This is another specimiii of the honesty and love of the truth on the part
of De Beij and zwemar when they contend that it was not the Dutch Reformed
Church to which the immigrants objected. Fact of the matter is that it was
precisely the Dutch Reformed Church to which men objected. All the other:
troubles stemmed from this one basic fact.
Earlier I menioned that the contention of controversy in the consistory flared
Vess openly after Rev. Klyn's arrival. But the following incident which I am
about to relate did bring conflict out in the open. Here are the details.

1The Church" De Kerk--likely denotes the Dutch Reformed Church as was evident from the report of the Seminary student to Grand Rapids consistory. Pg. 12,
I
op, cit.
2
Reference apparently is made to inviting and admitting members of other
denomination to the Lord's Supper in the Dutch Reformed Church.
3
This is the way, the author wrote it. We do not know how much etc. it
presumes to cover.
A
The author has here,"Gij zijt onverbeterlyk dom" Other possible renderings
are, "helplessly ignorant" "hopelessly stupid" or dumb" according' to popular .
usage. pg. 12, op. cit.
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New office-bearers had to be chosen again. We will not deny that everyone
promoted his own party or group. The consistory made a double nomination. ( It
is to be born in mind that the consistory had decided that if one were to be duly
elected he would have to have a majority of the votes. It would not be possible
to vote again if the first balloting produced no results. This was done to
prevent 'railroading" any particular person or party into office. A second
consistory decision about electing office-bearers stipulated that unless a
majority of the eligible voters were in attendance no election would be held.)
The election was held. The tally of the votes revealed that Delman had
received twenty-three votes, which it turned out, was not a true majority. Hence,
the consistory decided to make a new nomination and call for a new election.
Despite Rev. Klyn's best efforts, it was not possible to get a majority
of voters to come for another election meeting. Therefore the consistory was
compelled to resort to a method permitted by the Church Order. This entailed
the casting of secret ballot. When these votes were tallied it was shown that
Gezon, Jonker, and V. D. Berg had been chosen to serve.
Two of the deacons however, (who had raised no objection to the elected men
at the consistory meeting) went to the minister and the next day, and playing
upon his sense of fear, said that if Gezon.and not Dalman..would be inducted into
office there would be a lot of trouble in the Church.
A consistory meeting was called therefore. The dangers threatening the church
were presented. The brethren who had been chosen to be office-bearers were requested to decline their election. Gelock and I protested this action of the minjster, but he succeeded in achieving his goal. The elected brethren declined
their election, grieved, chagrined at the shoddy action of the minister.
A new, election day was designated. Gelock and I continued to protest the
whole procedure, calling it unlawful. Therefore, neither we nor those who sided
with us could participate in the new election. Consequently, Dalman wag Chosen.
We signed m protest, branding the whole business illegal..
The case was brought to Classis for adjudication. . Since it was in the best:
interests of the Dutch Reformed Church that the church leaders legalized the unlawful election, there was not much prospect that the outcome or decision would
be favorable to us.
-a4.414.14
C-I-erss-er meeting was held at Zeeland, where the unlawful election was declared
legal. Delman was lto be) inducted into office, said classis. We Silbmitted to
this decision under protest, requesting signatures • to our protest, One, of the
1 It appears that the author means that they asked others to signH theIr protest also.
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ministers whom we approached made the snide remark, "In America one does not
protest. Whoever is not satisfied, pacts up and leaves."
The Lord, who always accomplishes His purposes and reaches His goal, evil
dently had other plans for us. In His wisdom He permitted action to be faken
at this meeting of Classis which were to have far-reaching and significant
consequences.
As was quite customary at Classical assemblies, so also at this 'one, there
was discussion about the Dutch Reformed Church and the things that were becoming
public or coming to light about it. And, therefore, at this meeting also the
question was voiced, "Why can we not be an independent body, affiliated with the
Seceded Church in the Netherlands, since it is becoming increasingly evident
that there is so very much in the Dutch Reformed Church which is alien to the
2
genius of the Reformed (Gereformeerde Kerk)."
At this juncture one of the ministers raised his voice and shouted, "Brethren,
3
I request that a Prayer Day be observed to combat (counteract) this spirit of
suspicion about the Dutch Reformed Church; this spirit of the devil," using many
other similar "choice" espression. In retrospect it became evident that'he was
only a tool, being used by "a machine " saying simply what he was instructed
to say.
For brevity's sake we record that it was decided to observe a day of prayer
against "the spirit of the devil." Accordingly, a defink:te day was .set for it.
Anyone can imagine that this turn of events did not impress us favorably--nor did
it find favor with other members of the congregation. People came to Church for
worship the following Sunday as usual, although it required considerable exerdise of will-power to do so. Gelock wanted to resign his óffice, ()tit I advised
against it. Personally, I was very unsettled in my mind What .course to-lorlow.
On the day preceding the designated "Day of Prayer" Rev. KlYn called.on me
and said, "Haan, surely you will be at church tomorrow?"
My answer was, "Dominie, how dare you request this of me? The Lord is not
a God of confusion, but of order. If I mewe would be at war with each .other.1

We must supply this thought here, "viz, other plans than getting justice
by protesting the action of Consistory and Classis." Otherwise the sentence is
very confusing.
2
It seems the author intends to say that there was much about the Dutch
Reformed Church which was not genuinely "Reformed".
3
Probably the idea of placing a motion before the assembly is intended
here.
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in our prayers. You would pray that this "spirit of the devil" would be combatted or defeated--this mistrust, this suspicion against the Dutch RèforMed
Church. I, on the other hand, would be asking the Lord. to open the eyes of
the people more and more so that they might see the dangers threatening
themselves and posterity. All this before the throne of God!"
"No," exclaimed the reverend, "I won't mention a thing!"
"You won't mention a word!" I retorted, "You who need this prayer so
sorely: you--you are the one responsible for tomorrow's 'prayer day' against
'the spirit of the devil; Don't you shame yourself when you.say, 'I won'tj
•mention a word of it! But will leave it to other ministers to ddthe speaking?
•Fie! Dominie! No! No! Tomorrow be honest and own up to it that the speech-made
on the floor of classis was done in all seriousness!"
"No, Haan," was his rejoinder once more, "I shall not ment'ion a'wOrd'of it."I.
"And I shall remain quietly at home!" was my reply..
On the following day the reverend got stuck in his sermon» but the 'other
ministers got a "load off their chests" by describing the people who dis'frusted
the Dutch Reformed Church as "followers of the devil."
Life truly became difficult for us after this. Protesting was . tabog:2 Suspicion regarding the Dutch Reformed Church's orthodoxy was rewarded by Calling
for a "Prayer Day" against the spirit of distrust. Moreover, Rev. Van Raarte
had hurled the question at the most recent Classical assembly, "Am i so much.
3
a Field when ,1 say the 'the Reformed Church is a godiChurch' that fsuch -9
..statement) is wholly untrustworthyi",. . In other words, one was expected to
•
accept in blind faith as pure truth;t. everything that. was said by the leaders,
presumably even when one could see with his own eyes that the opposite Of. Oat
was said was true.

1

-

Here is the expression of the author, pg. 13., op.' cif., "Den volgenden
dag is Zew in de preek blijven steken." It is subject to more than one ,
id—
terpretat ion.
2
Author's words "mag niet." i.e. not allowed. pg. 14, op cit. But this
was not an official ecclesiastical decision. If true atoll, it was true in
the sense of not being proper, etc. hence taboo.
3
J ust what the import of this allusion may be is not clear to the
translator.
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Since it was becoming unfeasible to continue ecclesiastical fellowship this
way, something had to be done. I recalled in my mind the terms and conditions
agreed to before the immigrant colony consented to affiliate with the Dutch
Reformed Church, namely, "If either in its doctrine or Church government 'the
Dutch Reformed Church does not in every way conform to the decisions ofi the
Synod of Dordt, then one is free to bid her a brotherly farewell." I decided
to make use Of this privilege. I wrote a note to the consistory, terminating,
withdrawing, my membership from the congregation as long as it'continued'its'•
relationship with the Dutch Reformed Church.
For the past several days I had not conferred with Gelock and therefore •
I did not know his thinking on this question of future Church relatignshiP.'
I had just put my note in the desk drawer when Rev. Klyn came. and soon'exclaimed, "Haan, you have a lot of influence over brother Gelock. :Oh, please"
do your best to make him reverse his decision."
"Has Gelock resigned as office-bearer of the Consistory?" I inquired. "No," was the minister's reply, "he has seceded, withdrawn hrs.mem-'
bership, and I beseech you to try to turn him from this resolve, for 1 do..not
know where to hide from the anxieties that assail me. Oh, •do your. best!"
•

"Dominie," I said taking my note out of the desk drawer and hánding it to

him, "what you ask of me is extremely difficult for me to do Under the present circumstances."
When he read my note tears filled his eyes and the reverend exclaimed with
a sigh, "Oh! Oh! What will happen now?" At this point he left my home, sobbing.
This news spread like wildfire. Some rejoiced. Others grieved. Here we
were--all alone! But that soon changed. Ere long others followed our eXaMple..
When I reflect on the insignificántly small beginning we had--and on the'...
expansion of a handful of people to hundreds--even to thousands--I am constrained
to exclaim, in spite of what others say, "This is the Lord's doing and it:.-is
marvellous in our eyes."
Now--to return to the narrative. We agreed among ourselves to.read a sermon on Sunday and to wait and see whither the Lord would lead. We fejlowdlipped
enjoyably and the Lord fulfilled His promises. From time to time our nuMber
was augumented and there were indications that a sizable group of people was
contemplating to travel the same ecclesiastical path we had chosen. 'Meanwhile
there were secessions in other congregations too, so that the number of seceders
was becoming quite large.
For qutte some time we continued to experience enjoyable fellowshipjn our

1
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as yet comparitively small group.

We had not spoken to the minister. Nor

did we feel any need to do so as long as he did not change his views.
But, lo and behold! On a certain afternoon the daughter of one of my female
2 (who, though not having seceded, felt very favorably inclined toward
friends,
the secession movement,) 'came to my home conveying her mother's greeting .and
request to come to her home that evening. She informed me• that Rev. Klyn also
intended to be present to discuss ecclesiastical matters.
After a little deliberation I responded by saying, "Tell you- mother
that I deem it best to stay away because all the discussion will amount to is
an attempt to sew a new piece of cloth on an old garment. And then the rent
3
will be made worse."
Shortly after the daughter had left my home the mOther herself appeared
at my door urging that Gelock and I come that evening because Rev. Klyn and his
consistory also wished to secede. When I heard this report I dared refuse her
invitation no longer and therefore assured her I would come.
We did meet Rev. Klyn and two of his elders, Van Zee and V.D. Berg, there
that evening. Our discussion centered largely on faults of the Dutch RefOrmed
Church. The two elders had also lived in the East and confirmed that the accusa—
tions against the Dutch Reformed Church were true. Not a word was said about
their interest in seceding. But the evening was enjoyable, nevertheless.
A few days later the minister called on me and after the exchange of greetings
he opened the conversation in this way, "Haan! This time you'd° not come-to me,
but I come to you to ask you this, are you people willihg to accept'me as member
of our little band74 • Because they are the people with whom I am really•,in
agreement."
"Dominie," I replied," do 'you realize what you are doing? Have you
'counted the cost' of such a step?"
His response to my question was, "Yes! The Lord has made my duty sb-plain
5
to me that I can remain aloof no longer. I have asked my wife whether she would
1

The author apparently is now referring to the Grand Rapids-group.
2
"Vriendinnen" is the author's word. Maybe this indicates that the, t
woman in question was a widow.
3
The rift will widen, become bigger.
4
Haan's pamhlet.had the Dutch word "volkje." op. cit., pg. 15.-.
5
The author's word is "terugblyven." op. 15, op.cit.
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walk this ecclesiastical road with me and she replied, 'With all my heart.,.
Therefore I now ask you 'Will you folks accept me?"
"Most .gladly," I assured him. "And I am sure I speak for all of -thé. group."
And after a short discussion on sundry matters, including the plan to defer further discussion concerning future action until after Sunday, (at which time the
reverend would announce his decision to the congregation,)Rev. Klyn left my home.
Confusion reigned. supreme in Rev. Klyn's church that following Sunday.
His consistory had blocked passage to the pulpit when he attempted to enter it.
This created such a disturbance that people outside the church could tell by
the confused and disorganized running into and out of the church building, that
something quite out of the ordinary was happening.
My home was near the church. By watching the people walking by I too could
notice that something unusual was going on. The pedestrians would stop and
gaze intently at the church. My curiosity was aroused, having advance knbwledge
of Rev. Klyn'S intention to annourke his secession. Therefore, I surmided that
something out of the ordinary was taking place.
1
The spectacle I saw upon entering the church astonished me.

Here Was a

group of people milling around wildly. Yonder stood the minister, surrounded
by a group of individuals, discussing the actions of the consistory.' While
still farther down I saw the cons story members stationed as guards around the
pulpit to protect it. The cons- btory members were raising their voices. And
the people were shouting--the one

one thing,' and another something 'different.
•2
•
-. •
In short, it was a choao of confusion. I suggested to the minister that.he.
return home. I did likewise, since such spectacles are not enjoyéble:
.1o. me.
In a very short time my home was filled by followere%-of Rev. Klyn.'' You—ean
well imagine that they were not at a loss for a subject of discussion and
conversation that morning.
The result of this episode was that many others seCeded and _joined otir- group, so that we had to seek more spaCious qtuarters for our meetings.' We• .
rented a large hall until the church building, which we planned to'erect,-had •
been completed.
I shall omit mention of other scandalous actions of the eonsistory.' They
have been eXposed sufficiently by brother Gelock. Let me continue by Saying
Perhaps one could translate, "dumbfounded."
2The author uses the colorful expression, "het was efrPr chaos van ver47warring." pg. 15, Op. cit.
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that from this time on things went remarkablwell. The people were cheerful
in spirit. They did not hesitate in or grumble about contributing for the pas•tor's salary. All contributed generously to provide all the necessities., And
1 best of all, there was deliverance from endless wrangling and argumentation.

•Several congregations had been orgaized. There were prospects that in the near
future several more would come into existence--a fact which irritated our opponents.
In speaking of our opponents let me tell you a bit of their tactics. At
first they used abusive language, inveighing against our group. But this approach
was changed for a subtler one. Like the serpent's manner of approach. to Eve in
Paradise so one of the Dutch Reformed Church, one of our fiercest opponents and
a former friend of Rev. Klyn, made a call on him, saying that he did not want
to live in enmity because, as he said, "Though separated ecclesiastically, we are
still brothers." He visited a second time, again without so much assaying
word about the secession. He had reestablished a certain bond of intima6i. Later,in subseqUent visits he began to'make references to the secession and when he
. Said the visjtor, "Yes,
thought conditions to be ripe he shot his first arrow..
1
you are now with that little band of folks. ,Doubtless, they
little brother,
will support you. But you are.already quite advanced in years.- And in the
of your death who will support your widow? That little band Is not able, to support both a minister and family of their own and the widoW of theirzformer minister. We, the Dutch Reformed,;however, have a fund which.provides.ámplesupport
for our minister's widows."
This final remark struck home and affected Rev. Klyn so visibly:that. he •
.•• t. .
was on the point of cracking. When his visitor noticed this he felt -that
&rough had been said for the present. So he hastily made his exit. .
4
Other visits were made,--also by other little brothers until-atlas
Klyn was completely won over, Rev. Klyn wrote to the minister. ••in Zeeland
1

The author uses the following Dutch word, "broertje,".Pg. 16, op.
cit., which is, "little brother." Whether this Is used sarcastically - or.'
otherwise is not evident.
2
.
The Dutch term here is, "volkje." pg. 16, op, cit. Again, it is nót
evident just what the intent of the speaker was. Sarcasm is a poss
nt
.r.s4-64-F4-t-r.
but not the only fLo
3

Ibid.

4

The author uses the following Dutch word, "broertje," pg. 16; op.
cit., which is, "little brother." Whether this is use sarcastically or otherwise
. •
is not evident.
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forming him of his decision to return, to the Dutch Reformed Church, but he
said nothing to our group. We, however, heard something of what had happened
and therefore were able to take certain steps to prevent a lot of difficulty.
Earlier I mentioned that our group had plans to erect a church building.
What had delayed the building program was the fact that the lumber had not
yet arrived. Rev. Klyn had sent his letter to Zeeland on Wednesday. On •
Thursday • he came to my home inquiring, "Haan, has the lumber arrived?"
affirmed that it had come. "I presume that building operations will begin
shortly?" he responded. Yes,"'I answered, "we expect to begin Monday morning."
•
Thursday passed. Friday and Saturday came and went. Still not a- word
.
from the minister about his decision to return to the Dutch Reformed Church.
We visited him on Saturday evening, talking about various subjects but ;learned
nothing from him. At ten o'clock I said, "Dominie,. the consistory should. meet
next Monday."
"Oh? Why?" was the reply.
"Well, there are matters which must be discussed with the congregation'.
But before such a meeting of the congregation the consistory should first con.
sider these items."
At this the pressure became too grdeat on the minister. Said he, "I letter
tell you. I can no longer travel this road with you people. I can't desert
my 'brethren of the cloth.' I have decided to return to the Dutch Reformed
Church."
To the question, how he could reconcile this decision with his former
public declarations that the Lord had been his light and counsel in his secession,
he replied, "Satan transformed himself into an angel of light and deceived me."
After extended conversation he asserted, "My decision is final, I arnvflllirig
to preach for your group tomorrow and catechize the children if you so desire,
but beyond that nothing more."
We were dismayed at this, even though aware of his decisions prior to :the
visit on Saturday evening. The most distressing aspect was that what the
Dominie at first aesignated to be the work of God he now dubbed "the work of
the Devil."
In respónse to his offer of preaching my answer was, "You may preach _for us
tomorrow on one condition--that you, neither in you prayers or sermons, make no
allusion whatsoever to your decision of which you just informed me. As for the
catechizing--we will attend to that ourselves." This closed the matter for the
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time being.
Rev. Klyn went his chosen way, but did not attain his desired goal. 'His return did not reduce the number of members in our congregation, since' the people
despised his dishonesty. Neither did he find a congenial acceptance in the Dutch
Reformed Church. Now that he had served their purpose the Reformed people did
not want him either. He served vacant churches as stated supply for a brief
period. A period of "floating" from one congregation to another now
Such were the wages of his despicable conduct.
Our group began construction of our church, facing the mockery of our'
opponents, who imagined that now, after Rev. Klyn's defection, our group was
surely doomed to extinction.
Said they, "What are these feeble Jews doing?"
Our answer was, "We will build. The God of heaven will prosper us."
That is exactly what did happen. Our first sanctuary soon was too small
to accommodate the number of worshippers. Then a large and costly church and
a fine parsonage were erected, without any debt on them! And so, in spite of
remarks and opinions of others we declare publicly

"Having received help from

God, we stand this day."
We will not add anything to this account except the remark that it is a
true record of the history, the events as they happened. It also serves adequately, I think, to show up De Beij and Zwemgr. I expect to lay down my pen permanently now, paying no attention to, nor concerned about the condemnation and
grumbling of others toward me.
Occasionally the question arises in my mind. Why are the Secession and
1
5ecessionists
opposed so bitterly? Is it because they have grievances against
the persons, the people? No, they are glad to associate with them Is is because
of the Secession? Neither is that the reason because secession is no novel experience in America. People in Zeeland extended a helping hand to those who
seceded from the Dutch Reformed Church to affiliate with the Presbyterian Church.

•
1

Afgescheidene i.e. those who have seceded.

2

The adthor refers to the Rev. Smit and his congregation of Drenthe,.
Michigan who organized into a Presbyterian congregation which continued until Rev. Smit's demise.
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Is the animosity caused by the strict Calvinism, the doctrine of sovereign,
irresistible grace, which it proclaims? If this is the reason then we despair
of ever reuniting with the Dutch Reformed Church. That struggle has been
waged ever since Paradise and will cast up mire and drags as long as time,:
endures.
This suffices, I believe, to serve to inlighten the impartial and unbiased. One final remark. I suggest that Reverends De Beij and.Zw.emmer - examine carefully the following Scripture passages: Exodus 20:16; .Gatations. 3:10b;
and Proverbs 28:13.

•

Grand Rapids, October 1871

